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GUEST
EDITORIAL

Editorial
Northeastern Illinois University has long had a
problem with student apathy. A lot of students at
Northeastern just come to school, go to class and go
home. Many clubs are run very inefficiently, most of
the work being done by a few people. Most students
don't want to get involved in ANYTHING, even if it
might make things better for them - and by the same
token - they don't care who is active, even if the leadership of a particular organization is inept.
Most of the time inept leadership is harmless and
in fact some of the inept leadership does develop
through constant struggle. But there is one case of
bad leadership that is not only inept, but has the
potential to be dangerous.
Over the past couple of years, the PRINT newsppaer has been plagued with problems, the leadership
has gone from bad to worse.
The current editor, Mike McGill, is supposed to
be the voice of the students and what a voice he is!
Almost anytime one walks by the PRINT office, he
can be heard yelling and screaming obscenities at the
few people who still work for him. He has been
known to throw things at people, and in fact once
had to be subdued by Public Safety Personnel.
1-ie has also been known to publicly and repeatedly make racist and sexist remarks. He recently engaged in the verbal abuse of Que Ondee Sola editor
and even threatened her life!
The student newspaper is supposed to be the
voice of the students. Do you want that ''voice" to
be one who disdains Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, women
and in reference to Black students someone who once
said "I know how to handle them."
This is one time students must become involved
and replace this bigot, with someone who 1s more
representative of Northeastern students.

Q.Q.S.

Workshop

On October 14, 21, . and 29, 1986, Que Ondee
Sola held workshops on journalism, layout, and
proofreading. The purpose of the workshops was to
enhance the quality and appearances of Q.O.S.
Workshop leaders were Marvin Garcia, Marfa
Gallegos and Alejandro Molina. Anyone majoring
in Journalism would have benefitted from these three
workshops and added to their skills for the following
reasons:
Primarily focusing on the history of journalism
and the responsibilities of a writer, Marvin Garcia
aided the editorial staff of Que Ondee Sola
m
showing how written content might attract the viewer
without having to resort to yellow journalism or

Recently various members of the Que Ondee Sola
staff have been subjected to insults and innuendos by
Oscar Pedrasa, president of LASO (Latin American
Student Organization), and Mike McGill, editor of
the PRINT.
One of the incidents took place when Oscar
Pedrasa came into Que Ondee Sola Office and asked
sarcastically, "Where do you keep the bombs?" In
another incident he asked another staff member if he
could ''borrow a stick of dynamite·' from her. She
responded with surprise while he continued, ''If you
don't have any with you, I'm sure Jaime* can get you
some at a discount rate.,,
In a related incident Mike McGill told a student
from "El Centro", when she was asked for directions
to the Que Ondee Sola office, "Ob, you mean the
FALN office?" Consequently the student became
very upset and offended by this statement.
This type of harrassment is unwarranted and must
be stopped. If there is confusion about the purpose
of Que Ondee Sola, the door is always open, and all
members are prepared to answer questions.
Que Ondee Sola demands an immediate end to
these attacks, and asks that the LASO and PRINT
members demand a public apology of these so-called
"student leaders", unless they agree with these
obviously biased positions.
*Jaime Delgado is a weU known counselor from
Proyecto Pa '/ante who has always dedicated himself
to the progress of latino students. During the summer
he was charged by the Us government with conspiracy. Because of the respect and admiration he
commands in the community and because many
supporters came to court, he was released without
having to put up any money. His trial is tentatively
scheduled to begin on December 8, 1986. Everyone
is welcome to come and support Mr. Delgado.
sensationalism.
During the second part of the workshop they
dealt with story content. Emphasis was put on the
need to minimize the word use in a sentence, while
being able to keep the reader from being confused.
The final part of the workshop was about layout
and printing. This workshop emphasized the importance of attracting the reader by using colored pages,
pictures, and attractive formats.
To initiate these suggestions and ideas, we at
Q.O.S. would like more student involvement at
workshops like these.
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For
YOUR

Information
Financial Aid Office
Check Disbursement
November 13th and 14th
WINTER TERM BOOK WAIVERS will be available from January 5th to 16th, 1987.

Winter Schedule
ADVANCE REGISTRATION FOR WINTER TERMS
0 CTOBER 31, 1986
OPEN REGISTRATION JANUARY 5, 1987
JANUARY 6, 1987 2:00-7:00 PM

OCTOBER 13th thru

1:00-6:00 PM and

JANUARY 7-FIRST DAY OF CLASSES (WINTER TERM)
JANUARY 12 AND 13, 1987-LAST DAYS TO ADD AND DROP

Special Courses
HISTORY AND CULTURE OF ETHNIC GROUPS

INSTRUCTOR: JOSEE. LOPEZ
SECTION 01
CREDIT HOURS 3

REF. NO. 24518
DAY:MWF

COURSE NO. 201
TIME: 10:00-10:50

GANGS IN CHICAGO

INSTRUCTOR: JOSEE. LOPEZ

INFORMATION: TBA
INSTRUCTOR: LUZ ACEVEDO

PUERTO RICAN WOMEN
TR-11:05-12:20 PM

DEPT. ICSE
RM CLS 3003

Room 3096

PIE/SEM 283G
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THIS IS A REMINDER THAT DR. BEN COLEMAN IS STILL AT ST. FRANCIS
HOSPITAL. HIS CONDITION IS UNCHANGED. HE CONTINUES TO BE IN SERIOUS
CONDITION. PLEASE SHOW YOUR RESPECT AND LOVE FOR THIS GREAT MAN
BY SENDING CARDS AND CALLING HIM. WE HOPE TO SEE HIM BACK IN OUR
MIDST VERY SOON.
ADDRESS:
ST. FRANCIS HOSPITAL
355 RIDGE AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60202

INTERNATIONAL DAVI
11th ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL DAY FESTIVAL!

This is the eleventh international day festival sponsored
by the Department of Foreign Languages and Literature.
Visitors can look forward to a great variety of ethnic food,
cultural displays and lively entertainment such as folk dances,
songs and music. More than a dozen different ethnic groups
will participate in the festival. All persons attending the
International Day Festival are urged to dress in outfits typical
of their native country or background. Prizes will be given for
te best ethnic costumes. For further information call Dr.
Battista Galassi, 583-4050, ext. 2677, Department of Foreign
Languages/Literature. The date of the event is November
13, 1986 at 10:00 am-3 :00 pm in ALUMNI HALL.

HAVE FUN!!
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Navajo and Hopi

Indians

Forced from their Land
TRAIL OF BROKEN TREATIES
THEY MADE US MANY PROMISES
MORE THAN I CAN REMEMBER
BUT THEY NEVER KEPT BUT ONE
THEY PROMISED TO TAKE OUR LAND
AND THEY DID.

In yet another example of U.S. imperialists complete disregard for human beings, the U.S . government has been systematically starving tribes of Navajo
and Hopi Indians in an attempt to force them to leave
land on which their ancestors have lived for over 500
years.
At first the government forcefully relocated a
number of families at great expense to the government. After only one year many of these people had
lost their homes and jobs. They were just not,able to
adjust to living in a foreign culture. Many of t_hem do
not even speak Englisn. \\'.hen the govern ent discovered that their relocatioll process was an enormously unsuccessful fiasco, they tried another tactic .
A public relations firm Wl;l.S lilred by the government to spread the story that the two tribe were
fighting a d cauld no longer continue to occupy the
same land or theY. would kill each other.
A spokesman for tl:ie tribes, James Yellowback,
has stated that this is not rue, that the tribes are not
fighting these Hopi and Navajo Indians are no longer
being relocated, but what is happening to them now
is even worse . The government has enforced very
strict laws upon them . They are not allowed to make
any repairs to their property. If the roof of their
house were to fall down into the living room, they
would just have to walk around it and ignor the
puddles of water. If they do repair their own property, they are in contempt of the U.S. government.
They are not limited in quantities. If they grow food
to feed their families on their own land, they are held
in contempt of the government.
Obviously, this is a government tactic tq force
these Native Americans from their land. ·
• One of .t he elders .of the ,Navajo tribe maintains
that' evev \ hough the go:vernment".nnocently" claims
- • . ,. .._....,._...._tjth~t th,e.Y, are onl); trying to "protect" these tripes----''""
~,
• from each other, tliey in fact want to relocate these
• ·: , . •. :.J~ t.: ..:indiJlns order. o strip thier lano of minerals, as
· ~~·· ,a..t,... .. usual, n0. :thmkmg ~al:iout_ the. f~ct that these ar e
r-,
hu_man bemgs ano that their pohc1es are not only un..
•
• · • · '· fee1ing, but racist and genocidal.
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CONTRAS TE
Par: Teresa Lopez

Miercoles 22 de agosto, Guatemala c.a.
Aterriza el avian, me sudan las manos. ..
Siento un nudo en la garganta, un miedo de . ..
de no se que. Camino por las calles
aunque brilla el sol, el di'a es triste, gris
se siente la tension en el aire, coma
alga palpante, que todos pueden sentir
En cada esquina un so/dado, dos . ..
con sus armas que reflejan, en las
manos; acariciandolas coma si
fueran alguien; y siempre
listos para disparar
la gente estd nerviosa
miran de un !ado para
otro, ansiosos, por lo
que pueda pasar.
Nadie estd
tranquilo
Nadie sonrie
Solo estd
el sol
de un
di'a

grzs.
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Celebrate
*

X-M AS
AT

"TIERRA ADENTRO"
Concert
WHEN: SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1986-6:00 PM.
WHERE: HUMBOLDT PARK CIVIC ASSOCIATION
LEMOYNE AND CALIFORNIA
$10.00 DONATION

THE

"NEW"

G. I. [3 ILL

You probably have heard many times all the "golden opportumties" in terms of scholarships that the "Armed Forces" are offering in order to recruit young men and women into
their ranks. The G. I. Bill is one of these programs.
The G.l. Bill is a program set up by the Department of Defense to provide educational
benefits for veterans and to help the armed forces recruit and maintain military personnel.
This program is available to anyone who enlists after July 1, 1985. Its goal is to help firsttime enlistees pay for their college education after their time of service in the military.
The ads in the T.V. make it sound like if the Army is really picking up the tab for your
education, but the reality is quite different; for example, the military deducts $100.00 from
every paycheck during your first 12 months of service and puts it in a special account. Later,
they will add up to $9,600.00 to the account. But in order to add this amount of money
you have to first serve a minimum of 2 years in the Armed Forces.
This two years in the Armed Forces could be the worst 2 years of your life, considering
that you will be earning less than $3. 3 5 an hour and will be working around 50 hours a week
for seven days. Another aspect of military life is its discipline, military justice is much harsher
than civilian justice. You lose privacy and many rights (such as freedom of speech and the
presumption that you are innocent until proven guilty). Things considered your own affairs
in civilian life, like the length of your hair and moustache, or your friends can be grounds
for harassment, punishment or discharge.

The G.I. Bill has its restrictions, for example, if you decide not to go to college later on,
you lose your money. If you are discharged under any but honorable conditions, you lose
your money, being discharged for non-honorable conditions are things like, being late for
work, or just annoying your superiors. If you get sick and leave the military, you lose your
money that you have invested in the program.
Another serious aspect of the Armed Forces and its main objective is to prepare you to
fight in any war that they see fit. Are you prepared to fight? Are you prepared to kill or
maim your brothers in Africa, El Salvador, Nicaragua, etc. You are probably wondering,
why so many of your friends are joining the military, remember that high unemployment
rates and lack of training programs insures that minorities and women continue to enlist in the
military. They have given two choices: either. unemployment and poverty in the civilian
world, or joining the military that denies its members their most basic rights and foster a
climate of discrimination, racism and harassment.
So think twice before signing up for the military to get a college education. Talk to
veterans, your counselor or call Proyecto Urayoan located at 2410 N. St. Louis Ave., Tel.
486-8883 for more information on issues related to the draft, enlistment, and militarism.
Our services are free of charge. Proyecto Urayoan is a project of the American ·Friends Service
Committee, a Quaker organization that works for justice and human rights.

Information provided by the American Friends
Service Committee.
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Funded in part by the Illinois Arts Council, a state agency, and the National Endowment for the Arts.

THE
MEXICAN REVOLUTION
November 20th, 1986 marks the 76th anniversary
of the Mexican .Revolution. On this date Francisco I.
Madero initiated the revolution which many Mexicans
feel has not yet ended. Questions about the revolut10n 's end rise from the fact that the majority of the
goals and ideals, fought for so violentely, have not
been fulfilled. When the military dictatorship of
Porfirio Diaz was overthrown, there existed a small
priviledged class in whose hands the majority of th(:
nations's wealth was concentrated. The laborinf
masses, mostly agrarian, suffered and struggled to sur ·
vive the poverty of a slave-like existence. Today,
there is no military dictatorship-but Mexico is weil
on its way to becoming a fascist state.
Failing to create true revolutionary change in Mexico's socio-economic and political structures, the
mass social movement, ended demoralized and crushed
after some ten years of civil war and an estimated one
million dead. The contradiction of reform, instead of
revolutionary change was first manifested in the
administration of Alvaro Obregon which began in
1920.
Obregon, like Madero, Carranza and the other
caudillos who took military and political command of
the revolution, came from the bourgeois and petitbourgeois classes. With the exception of leaders like
Francisco Villa and Emiliano Zapata, the leadership
of the revolution was largely made up of landowners,
teachers, doctors, lawyers, and professional soldiers.
At the front of the struggle only Villa and Zapata represented the masses of the poor, workers and peasants which were the armies who fought and died under the various generals of the revolution. But this is
only one factor adding to the reformist tendency instead of fundamental change in Mexican society at
that time.
Another factor which stands out much clearer is
the fact that revolutionary ideals became twisted and
corrupted to serve the specific needs of the national
and foreign bourgeoisies. An example of this is the
demand for land by the peasant revolutionaries led by
Emiliano Zai:,ata. This wastreated in typical reformist
manner by distributing a limited number of small lots
to peasant farmers who worked and cultivated this
land for the benefit of the government. The land is
only loaned to the farmers who keep a small' part of
their products while the government reaps the real
fruit of their labor.
The same was done with the demand for popular
education. Providing widespread public education

appeared to be a very charitable act on the part of
the ruling class. But the only reason education for
the masses was supported was to provide l\kxico with
a more educated working class which was needed as
Mexico became increasingly industrialized after th e
revolution. The control and easy manipulation of the
workers can be seen in the current celebrations of national holidays (such as September 16th) when th e
workers are forced to wear uniforms and march with
their co-workers who must take orders from union
officials who have sold out. In both cases, the revolutionary ideals of 1910 have become the goals used
to continue the exploitation and oppression of th e
rural and urban working class in 1986. The hypocracy which exists in Mexico is best seen in the political
party which dominates all government offices and
controls all the elections. This party is called the Institutionalized Revolutionary f'arty (PRI) and it has
done just that-it has made the promise of revolutionary change a static institution. Clearly, this party
does not represent the poor, but rather the rich and
powerful. As such, it is insensitive, bureaucratic, and
above all-repressive.
In 1968, on the afternoon of October 2nd an estimated 400 to 500 men, women and children were
brutally massacred in the Plaza de las Tres Culturas
by the Mexican army, acting under orders from the
government. At the time of this savage attack on
unarmed citizens, Luis Echeverria held the post of
Secretary of the Interior-the decision to assassinate
the protestors had to come from his office. The
'Massacre de Tlatelolco' as it came to be known, ·
marked a turning point in the history of repression in
Mexico. It was the destruction of the mass movement as it was known. At that point may revolutionary groups went underground and some chose to
begin urban guerrilla warfare. Other groups began to
expropriate land outside the cities and from colonias,
where a popular form of government has been instituted against continuous repression. The Comite de
Defensa Popular, one of these groups, has over
350,000 members and along with other mass revolutionary organizations fights for the destruction of
Mexico's neo-colonial system and reunification with
the northwest occupied territories.
This is what Chicano/Mexicanos must strive for,
· the retention of their nationality.
POR LA REUNIFICACION DE LA
PATRIA MEXICAN A
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